APPENDIX - XIX

Children Involved in the Activities to overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through CATL

Children Involved in the Activities to Overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through Self Prepared CD's and CD's by STAR DOT STAR
Children Involved in the Activities to Overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through Self Prepared Multi Sensory Instructional Kit

Children Involved in the Activities to Overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through Abacus
The Investigator teaches Arithmetical Concepts through Conventional Method of Teaching

Children involved in the Activities to Overcome Difficulties in Learning Arithmetical Concepts
Some of the Low and High Technological Devices used to Overcome Difficulties in Learning Arithmetical Concepts
Abacus – An Instructional Aid to Learn Arithmetical concepts

The Children are engaged in Learning Arithmetical Concepts through Abacus
Children involved in the Activities to overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through SGTL

Children involved in the Activities to overcome Arithmetic Difficulties through SGTL